
Snorkeling 
Maldives - due to its abundant marine life is a famous destination for snorkeling. Especially the southern Atolls are 
well known for their largely untouched and beautiful coral reefs. We will take you snorkelling on a daily basis either on 
a guided tour along our beautiful house reef or on a boat excursion. 

Activities 

Snorkel Course - USD 60++ 
For guests new to snorkeling we offer this course were we explain how to prepare and use the equipment and start 
practising in the sheltered water of the lagoon. 

Guided tour along our House Reef - USD 30++ 
After a briefing by our experienced snorkel guide about the interesting marine life which waits just beneath the sur-
face, we go on a 45 – 60 minutes snorkel tour getting in and out of the water conveniently right at the dive school jetty. 
Many different kind of colourful reef fish like snappers, surgeon fish, schools of jackfish and maybe even a turtle or an 
eagle ray are out there waiting. 
  

1/2 Day Snorkel Trip by Boat - USD 55++ 
There are more sites to discover apart from our beautiful house reef. By local Dhoni we go to different spots for a 
change of scenery. A knowledgeable guide will accompany the excursion and make the snorkelling trip unforgettable. 
The marine life is plentiful and count on discovering napoleon wrasses, anemones with the two different kinds clown 
fish we only encounter here in the Maldives and of course the big tunas that are ever present. 

Night Snorkeling at the house reef - USD 48++ 

Once a week we offer the opportunity to experience something different and special. Did you know that at night par-
rotfish wrap them selves in a cocoon of mucus to avoid detection by predators? Puffer fish find a cosy sleeping spot 
usually right on top of a piece of coral. Lobsters, crabs, moray eels and lion fish come out to hunt at night. Equipped 
with a torch you can discover all this when we go snorkelling at night!   

Equipment 
Cressi fins in the sizes 27/28 to 45/46 Free of charge 
Cressi masks, different models Free of charge 
Cressi snorkels Free of charge 
Snorkelvests 1 day rental      USD 7++ 
Wetsuits 1/2 day rental      USD 7++ 
Canon Underwater Camera 1/2 day rental      USD 50++ 
GoPro Hero 3 - 1/2 day rental      USD 55++

All prices are subject to 10% service charge plus 12% GST.
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